SPACESTATPACK: A Spatial Statistics Package in Fortran 90 1.0
(with PC executable code)
Purpose
This collection of files (Fortran 90 source code and PC executable files) implements the fast maximum
likelihood computations for large numbers of observations described in:
%DUU\5RQDOGDQG5.HOOH\3DFH´$0RQWH&DUOR(VWLPDWRURIWKH/RJ'HWHUPLQDQWRI/DUJH
6SDUVH0DWULFHVµ/LQHDU$OJHEUDDQGLWV$SSOLFDWLRQV9ROXPH1XPEHUS
3DFH5.HOOH\DQG5RQDOG%DUU\´4XLFN&RPSXWDWLRQRI5HJUHVVLRQVZLWKD6SDWLDOO\
$XWRUHJUHVVLYH'HSHQGHQW9DULDEOHµ*HRJUDSKLFDO$QDO\VLV9ROXPH1XPEHU-XO\
S
3DFH5.HOOH\DQG5RQDOG%DUU\6SDUVH6SDWLDO$XWRUHJUHVVLRQV6WDWLVWLFVDQG3UREDELOLW\/HWWHUV
9ROXPH1XPEHU0D\S

At the moment the package only estimates mixed regressive spatially autoregressive models of the
form:
Y = X 1β 1 + X 2:kols β 2:kols + DX 2:kols β ( kols+1):( 2 kols −1) + αDY + ε

where Y is the n element vector of dependent variable observations, X is the n by kols matrix of
independent variable observations with the first column containing ones ( X 1 = [1] ), D is an n by n
spatial weight matrix, β 1 is the intercept, β 2:kols is the kols-1 element parameter vector associated with
the non-constant independent variables, β ( kols +1):( 2 kols −1) is the kols-1 element parameter vector associated
with the spatially lagged non-constant independent variables ( DX 2:kols ), and α is the spatial
autoregressive parameter associated with the spatially lagged dependent variable (DY). This
corresponds to estimating separate “spatial lags” or spatial local averages for the independent and
dependent variables. It subsumes OLS with just Y and X, a SAR model with autoregressive errors
(given the restriction β ( kols +1):( 2 kols −1) = −αβ 2:kols ), models with just spatial lags of the independent
variables, and so forth.
Estimation is via maximum likelihood with the following profile or concentrated log-likelihood
function,
loglik(α ) = log I − αD − ( n 2 ) log( SSE (α ))

where SSE(α) is the sum-of-squared errors associated with a given value of the parameter α. As α
approaches 1, log I − αD → −∞ . Hence, this term penalizes large values of α. Simply minimizing
SSE(α) results in upwardly biased estimates of α for spatial problems. Hence, maximum likelihood
estimation is crucial for this type of spatial model.

Performance
Historically, the need to evaluate the determinant of the n by n matrix log I − αD has made it difficult
to perform spatial estimation with many observations (large n). As of 1995, the largest spatial
autoregression we could find estimated in the literature was for 2,500 observations and this required
hours on a workstation or just under a minute on a supercomputer. Contrast this with Table 1 which
provides a quick summary of why SPACESTATPACK exists.
Table 1 — Performance of the Routines Across Different Datasets
Harrison and Rubinfeld
Data

Geographical Analysis
Data

Statistics and
Probability Letters Data

number of observations
(n)

506

3,107

20,640

number of neighbors
(m)

4

4

4

L

20

20

20

iter

10

10

10

kols

14

5

9

Time to find Neighbors

less than 1 second

3 seconds

138 seconds

Time to compute
estimated logdeterminants

less than 1 second

less than 1 second

8 seconds

Time needed to
estimate statistical
model

7 seconds

4 seconds

12 seconds

Total time needed in
seconds on a 233 Mhz
Pentium MMX with 64
megabytes of RAM
using Windows NT 4.0

9 seconds

8 seconds

158 seconds
or
2.4 minutes

Hence, using different algorithms can allow PCs to substantially exceed the performance of
supercomputers using brute force algorithms.

The memory requirements of SPACESTATPACK are rather modest as well. The running of the 20,640
observation spatial autoregression required under 7 megabytes of RAM for its workspace and this ran
on a Pentium PC with 64 megabytes of memory.
Spatial Statistics
In spatial statistics a key element is the variance-covariance matrix which quantifies the dependence
among the n observations. One variant of the literature models the inverse of this matrix, sometimes
known as the concentration or precision matrix. A subset of that literature models the half-power of the
precision matrix (simultaneous spatial autoregressions). To perform maximum likelihood estimation
with continuous, unbounded densities, one needs to compute the log of the determinant of the precision
matrix (or twice the log-determinant of the precision matrix raised to the (1/2) power).
To address this problem, Barry and Pace in the Linear Algebra and its Applications (1999) paper
provide an estimator for log-determinant. They illustrate the efficacy of the estimator by using it on a
1M by 1M matrix on a PC using Matlab. This set of files implements a variant of their approach in
Fortran 90.
The advantage of the Monte Carlo Log-determinant approach over matrix decompositions of n by n
equations consists of (1) potentially dramatically lower memory requirements and (2) faster potential
execution. The main problem with the LU or Cholesky decompositions used to the find the determinant
in n by n problems are the sensitivity of these procedures to the pattern of non-zeros. The Monte Carlo
procedure does not depend upon the pattern, just upon the degree of sparsity.
This approach has uses outside of statistics, but we focus on the statistical applications here.
Specifically, this particular program computes log I − αD where I is the identity matrix and D is an n
by n spatial weight matrix with non-negative entries, zeros on the main diagonal, and row-stochastic
(actually this program handles only asymmetric, row-stochastic matrices while the paper describes a
version for symmetric matrices). For this implementation, the m nearest neighbors to observation i have
positive entries in D. For the applications to work very well for large sample sizes, most entries in D
must be zero. In other words, D is sparse. For our data, anywhere from 4 to 15 neighbors has been
optimal.
See the version of the Geographical Analysis article in article\GA_ms for references to standard spatial
statistics works and other details.
Required Hardware and Software
The executable files run on PC compatibles running Windows 95 or Windows NT. We developed the
executable files on the MS Powerstation 4 Professional version. The source code files can be compiled
theoretically to any platform with a Fortran 90 compiler. However, we do use IMSL routines in the
programs. Most of these could be easily replaced by other calls, but the routines used to find the nearest
neighbors are more essential. This involves a quadtree data structure (4 branches instead of 2 as in
binary trees) to efficiently find the neighbors.

Directories and Files Included and Required
Most users will download a zipped version of this program from the website www.spatialstatistics.com or copy this file from a CD-ROM. Extract the files to some convenient directory on your
computer. If you copied files directly, these may still have the “read-only” attribute. Use the properties
menu from the explorer menu to turn the “read-only” attribute off. Again, using the zip extraction
program is preferred.
This parent directory includes a directory of the source code and the executable code for win/95,win-nt.
In addition, it has subdirectories for data and articles.
In the execute subdirectory, the file nnweight1.exe computes the m nearest neighbors used in
constructing the spatial weight matrix D, the file moments1.exe computes moments used in the
computation of the log-determinant, the file logdet1.exe actually computes the log-determinant over a
grid of 100 values of α, the autoregressive parameter which lies between 0 and 1 (we restrict our
attention to this interval based on subject matter considerations), and the file fmix1.exe computes the
estimates using the mixed regressive spatially autoregressive model.
In the execute subdirectory, to use these programs to compute the log-determinant, run the batch file,
mcdet.bat by double-clicking on it. If you set the parameters on your command windows appropriately
in Windows NT, you can scroll through the output, cut and paste, etc. In Windows NT you can also
redirect the screen output to a file by running mcdet.bat>filename. In Window 95 the command
window does not work as well (nor do the redirection features) and so the best way of obtaining output
is to redirect the output to a series of files corresponding to the individual executable files. The
supplied batch file, verbosely named Mcdet_win95_redirect.bat saves the output of nnweight1.exe to
neighbor_out1.txt, moment1.exe to moments_out1.txt, logdet1.exe to logdet_out1.txt, and finally
fmix1.exe save its output to stat_out1.txt. This last file, stat_out1.txt is the one containing the actual
statistical analysis output. One can open these files using the program “Notepad” supplied with
windows or a word processing program. Try double-clicking on the file. Most of the time this will
allow you to view it. Window NT users can also double-click on the file Mcdet_win95_redirect.bat to
produce output in the various text files.
You must provide the input files xcoord.asc, ycoord.asc, mcparms.asc, wvec.asc, xdata.asc, and
ydata.asc.
The ascii files xcoord.asc, ycoord.asc contain the x,y locational points on the plane for the n
observations (e.g., East-West, North-South coordinates). These are n element vectors.
The file xdata.asc has the independent variables in row order (each row in the file corresponds to an
observation). The first column should be ones (the intercept variable). The remaining variables should
be non-constant. Like most regression software, the program prefers reasonable scaling and a data
matrix with full rank.
The file ydata.asc contains the n dependent variable observations.
The file mcparms.asc contains 6 parameters. Specifically, it contains:
[n

mold m

L

iter

kols]

For example,
3107 10

4

100

50

5

means 3107 observations (n), a maximum of 10 neighbors searched for (mold), 4 actually used in the
construction of the moments and the estimates (m), 100 moments computed (L), with 50 iterations
(iter), and 5 independent variables examined (kols). The second element or number (mold) should be at
least as high as the third element or number (m). The number of independent variables (kols) includes
one intercept and the rest of the variables are non-constant. The accuracy of the log-determinant
approximation increases with the number of moments L (probably should never need more than 100)
and with the number of iterations iter (10 is a good starting point). If the range of the optimal α varies
greatly from using the lower confidence bound of the estimated log-determinant to the upper
confidence bound of the log-determinant, one should increase L or iter.
The file wvec.asc contains the weighting used among neighbors (e.g. .25 .25 .25 .25 for 4 neighbors).
This allows one to make the nearest neighbor more important than the next nearest neighbor, etc. Each
of these numbers must be non-negative and collectively they must sum to 1.
The output appears in nnmat.asc, nndis.asc, ucuasc.asc, detrez.asc, detrezfor.asc, loglikmat.asc,
loglikvec0.asc, alphamat.asc, bests.asc, and hypothesis_matrix.asc.
The file nnmat.asc contains the indices of the mold neighbors to observation i.
The file nndis.asc contains the Euclidean distances from the observation to the nearest neighbors.
The file ucuasc.asc contains all the estimated moments used in the construction of the estimated logdeterminant.
The file detrez.asc contains the autoregressive parameter, lower confidence (95%) bound on logdeterminant, estimated log-determinant, and upper bound of the log-determinant by row.
The file detrezfor.asc contains the same information as in detrez.asc but is organized in column order
(which Fortran prefers) for use in fmix1.exe.
The file loglikmat.asc contains the maximum likelihoods by model (rows). By column it gives the
maximum of the log-likelihood using the lower bound of the log-determinant, the maximum of the loglikelihood using the estimated log-determinant, and the maximum of the log-likelihood using the upper
bound of the log-determinant.
The file loglikvec0.asc saves the log-likelihoods associated with alpha=0 by model.
The file alphamat.asc contains the ML alphas by model (rows). By column it gives the optimal α using
the lower bound of the log-determinant, the optimal α for the estimated log-determinant, and the
optimal α using the upper bound of the log-determinant.
The file bests.asc contains the model number, β Y from OLS on Y, β DY from OLS on DY, and β ML .
The file hypothesis_matrix.asc gives the variables included (by row) versus the model (by column).

The screen output displays more information than saved on disk. We recommend logging and/or
redirecting the output.
One User’s Suggestions
David Brasington, Department of Economics, Tulane University provides the following suggestions for
quickly getting started.
a. Make infiles xcoord.asc, ycoord.asc, mcparms.asc, wvec.asc, xdata.asc, and ydata.asc.
b. Delete the infiles currently in Execute folder.
c. Copy your infiles to Execute folder.
d. Double-click mcdet_win95_redirect.bat (or however you do non-Windows one).
e. Do not close the execute window, but open your output files now (especially stat_out1.txt) in
a text editor or word processing program to view them.
f. Save your outfiles in your text editor or word processing program under different names if you
want to save your output.
Included Examples
We have included two example datasets with parameter files to aid in getting started with the package.
These appear in their own directories. In addition, the package comes with the Geographical Analysis
example in the execute subdirectory and hence all one needs to run it is to double-click on the file
mcdet.bat or the file Mcdet_win95_redirect.bat and view the text files it produces.
Geographical Analysis Example
As our first example, we replicate the empirical work in the Pace and Barry (1997) Geographical
Analysis article which studied spatial statistical aspects of voter participation across the US. A pdf
version of the article resides in articles\GA_ms (we have copyright permission from Ohio State
University).
The various data and parameter files appear in the subdirectory data\gadata. Specifically, the file
xdata.asc contains the independent data variables and the file ydata.asc contains the dependent variable
data. The files ycoord.asc and xcoord.asc contain the x and y spatial coordinates. We have included an
example of a typical run which appears in the file typrun.txt. The file mcparms.asc contains the
relevant parameters to make the routine work (n=3107, mold=8, m=4, L=100, iter=10, kols=5). Having
the parameter mold>m, allows one to increase m in computing the log-determinants and the statistical
estimation of the model without having to recompute all the nearest neighbors. This facilitates the
optimization of the log-likelihood over the parameter m. In the article, the choice of m was arbitrary
and set to 4 neighbors. There are 3107 observations and 5 variables in the non-spatial model (including
intercept). In computing the Monte Carlo estimate of the log-determinant, we set L, the number of
moments considered, to 100 (one should not need more than this for almost all problems — this
example would run fine with a smaller number). We set iter to 10, a relatively small number, but one
which proves sufficient for obtaining enough accuracy for the maximum likelihood computations.
Decreased values of L and iter lead to shorter execution times at the expense of possible accuracy. We
will discuss later how to gauge this trade-off.

In this article, we used data on the total number of votes cast in the 1980 presidential election per
county (VOTES), the population in each county of 18 years of age or older (POP), the population in each
county with a 12th grade or higher education (EDUCATION), the number of owner-occupied housing
units (HOUSES), and the aggregate income (INCOME). The x-coordinates and y-coordinates came from
3107 geographic centroids of selected counties in the US. The original latitude and longitude data have
been projected.
We elected to examine the log of the proportion of votes cast for both candidates in the 1980
presidential election. Hence, we can express our dependent variable as ln(PRVOTES) = ln(VOTES/ POP)
= ln(VOTES) – ln(POP). We fitted the following model via OLS (which uses kols variables):
ln(PrVotes) = intercept + ln(Pop) β 2 + ln(Education) β 3 + ln(Houses) β 4 + ln(Income) β 5 + error

The corresponding mixed regressive spatially autoregressive model is,
ln(PrVotes) = intercept + ln(Pop) β 2 + ln(Education) β 3 + ln(Houses) β 4 + ln(Income) β 5 +
( Dln(Pop)) β 6 + ( Dln(Education)) β 7 + ( Dln(Houses)) β 8 + ( Dln(Income)) β 9 +
α ( Dln(PrVotes)) + error

where the first line contains the same variables as the first model, the second line contains the spatially
lagged (or locally averaged) independent variables, and the third line contains the spatially lagged
dependent variable. The row-stochastic (row weights sum to 1) matrix D acts much like a lag operator
does in time series. This matrix takes an average of the relevant variable’s values for the neighboring
observations (defined by the m nearest neighbors). One can think of D as a linear filter, as a
nonparametric estimator (nearest neighbor smoother) of local aspects of the data, or as an identifier of a
the other members of the cluster containing observation i (nearest neighbor computations are
extensively used in cluster analysis – a difference here is the membership of an observation to multiple
clusters). This model subsumes or nests both OLS, a model where spatially lagged independent
variables matter, a model where the spatially lagged dependent variable matters, and a spatial
autoregression in the errors. Hence, the mixed regressive spatially autoregressive model is quite general
and a good initial model to run. If the model does not substantially improve upon OLS in sample
errors, this indicates the spatial effects probably do not critically matter.
To assess this, examine the “summary of estimates” section of the output. The estimated log-likelihood
for the unrestricted model (ML on model 1) is –5680.0 (with a lower 95% confidence bound of –
5685.2 and a upper 95% confidence bound of –5674.6). In contrast, OLS on the non-spatial variables
(Model 2 with α=0) has a log-likelihood of –6307.1. The unrestricted Model 1 with estimated α uses
10 parameters while OLS on Model 2 with α=0 uses 5 parameters. Hence, under the null hypothesis of
no difference, twice the likelihood ratio should follow a chi-squared density with 5 degrees-of-freedom.
Obviously, one would reject the null hypothesis in this case.

Table 2 — Likelihood Ratio Tests
Verbal Description

Mathematical Description

Relevant Output

Example

Unrestricted ML on
mixed regressive spatially
autoregressive model

Y = β 1 + Xβ 2:kols + DXβ ( kols +1):( 2 kols −1) + αDY + ε

Model 1 with
estimated α

-5680.0

OLS on mixed regressive
model

Y = β 1 + Xβ 2:kols + DXβ ( kols +1):( 2 kols −1) + ε

Model 1 with α=0

-6229.9

ML on spatially
autoregressive model

Y = β 1 + Xβ 2:kols + αDY + ε

Model 2 with
estimated α

-5868.1

OLS on non-spatial model

Y = β 1 + Xβ 2:kols + ε

Model 2 with α=0

-6307.1

Deletion of intercept

Y = Xβ 2:kols + DXβ ( kols +1):( 2 kols −1) + αDY + ε

Model 3 with
estimated α

-5726.8

Deletion of first
independent variable and
its spatial lag

Y = β 1 + Xβ 3:kols + DXβ ( kols + 2 ):( 2 kols −1) + αDY + ε

Model 4 with
estimated α

-6121.5

Simultaneous
Autoregressive Errors
(SAR) model

( I − αD)Y = X 1β 1 + ( I − αD) Xβ 2:kols + e

Not currently
present but an
important subset of
the mixed
regressive spatially
autoregressive
model

(corresponds to the restriction
β ( kols +1):( 2 kols −1) = −αβ 2:kols )

The hypothesis matrix provides a detailed description of which independent variables enter into which
model and is essential for understanding the correspondence between the Model number and the
statistical model estimated. This appears early in the “Summary of Estimates” section.
The output summarizing the optimal or ML αs provides some insights. First, high variation relative to
subject matter considerations across columns for a particular row indicate the need to increase L or iter.
Note, even with as few as 10 iterations, the log-determinant estimation was precise enough to cause
little variation in the estimated autoregressive parameter, α. Using the lower confidence bound of the
log-determinant in the log-likelihood resulted in an optimal α of 0.61, while using the upper confidence
bound resulted in α of 0.62. This small lack of precision in the estimated parameter should cause
relatively few problems in most applications. As an additional check, the exact optimal log-likelihood
was -5679.09 and the estimated optimal log-likelihood was -5680.0.
If the optimal α from using the lower and upper confidence intervals diverges too much but appears
approximately centered around the optimal α associated with the estimated log-determinant, one should
αL
increase iter. If
is not close to zero, increase L.
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For each model, the program estimates it for 100 different values of the autoregressive parameter α.
The use of the log-determinants across a grid of the autoregressive parameter values greatly accelerates
the maximum likelihood computations involved in the estimation. The grid of values for α include 0
and the most common hypotheses involve α=0 or α=ML α. However, the entire set of values defines
the profile likelihood parameterized by α. The profile likelihood values appear in the individual model
estimation sections in the output. The profile likelihoods also allow construction of confidence
intervals for α.
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Also, the estimates for the usual parameters appear in this section. The first column corresponds to
running OLS on the dependent variable without the dependent variable spatial lag (α=0). The second
column corresponds to running OLS on the dependent variable DY without the dependent variable
spatial lag (α=0). The third column gives the mixed regressive spatially autoregressive ML estimates.
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See the Geographical Analysis article for more detail on the interpretation of these estimates.
Harrison and Rubinfeld Example
Harrison and Rubinfeld (1978) investigated various methodological issues related to the use of housing
data to estimate the demand for clean air. The specific reference to this is Harrison, David, and Daniel
L. Rubinfeld, “Hedonic Housing Prices and the Demand for Clean Air,” Journal of Environmental
Economics and Management, Volume 5, (1978), 81-102. They illustrated their procedures using 506
observations on housing from the Boston SMSA. This has been a well-analyzed data set. See the
data\hrdata subdirectory for more information. The specific dataset used here is the corrected one
discussed in Gilley and Pace (1996). This specific version is in mean-differenced form (except for the
intercept). The reference to this is Gilley, O.W., and R. Kelley Pace, “On the Harrison and Rubinfeld
Data,” Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, 31 (1996), 403-405. A pdf version of
the article appears in the subdirectory articles\HR_ms (we have copyright permission from Academic
Press). Pace and Gilley (1997) added x and y coordinates (e.g., EW, NS coordinates) to the data and
estimated a SAR model. The reference to this is Pace, R. Kelley, and O.W. Gilley, “Using the Spatial
Configuration of the Data to Improve Estimation,” Journal of the Real Estate Finance and Economics
14 (1997), 333-340. The mixed regressive spatially autoregressive model estimated here significantly
improves on SAR (which it subsumes) for this example.
In the subdirectory data\hrdata the files xdata.asc contain the independent data variables and the files
ydata.asc contain the dependent variable data. The files ycoord.asc and xcoord.asc contain the latitude

and longitude variables. The file mcparms.asc contains the relevant parameters to make the routine
work.
Modeling Strategies to Minimize Computational Costs
Some operations cost little and other operations cost more in changing the overall estimation problem.
For example, changing the definition of X, Y costs very little. This just means one need rerun
fmix1.exe, a relatively quick operation. Hence, one can quickly examine a number of possible models,
transformations, and reweightings (with easy side accounting of the effect on the log-likelihood). Most
researchers seem to spend much of their time in this stage of estimation.
Changing the number of neighbors m (as long as m is not greater than mold) also costs less than
rerunning all the programs as mold of these have already been stored by the nearest neighbor program,
nnweight1.exe. Changing m or wvec, the weighting of the neighbors, requires recomputation of the
log-determinant using the programs moments1.exe and logdet1.exe. Naturally, this also means
recomputing the estimates by running fmix1.exe.
Finally, changing the number of observations is the most expensive operation. In this case all of the
programs need to be rerun.

 α  using the
 L
L

We suggest you run the program initially with L equal to 20 and iter set to 10. If

estimated α is more than 0.01 (this is just an approximate level), increase L. If the α obtained from
using the lower confidence bound of the log-determinant in the log-likelihood differs greatly from the
α obtained from using the upper confidence bound of the log-determinant of the log-likelihood,
increase iter. Hence, one can begin with some approximate yet inexpensive computations and iterate to
the desired degree of accuracy. Note, these steps do not require recomputation of the neighbors.
Conclusion and Future Plans
Spatial statistics has historically raised numerical difficulties. We believe SPACESTATPACK, albeit
limited in scope, should make maximum likelihood estimation on large problems practical (or repeated
application on smaller problems such as one might encounter in resampling). Currently, we plan to add
SAR estimation and a front end for Matlab and Gauss users to access SPACESTATPACK on the PC
platform. We also plan to add other metrics for picking nearest neighbors.
We encourage anyone to use our software. However, we request you cite our work. We solicit
information about your experiences with the software. Thank you.
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